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SUCCESS AND PROGRESS ARE THE UNambiTiOSs GOAL.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO SHEEP.

Dr. Nevin says in his work on sheep diseases, "In the care of sheep, the most important thing is to keep them free from parasites, and by offering a protection against them."

Dr. Nevin says that he had the opportunity of seeing sheep-biting insects, and from these observations he now states that the sheep-biting insect is a species of the genus Ticks, which he calls the "Tick of the sheep," and that he has made a careful study of these insects, and has discovered that they are furnished with a poison, which is introduced into the skin of the sheep, and which produces a very painful and irritating effect, and which is highly destructive to the health of the sheep.
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The purpose of the study was to evaluate the impact of a new fertilizer on crop yields. The results showed a significant increase in yield compared to the control group. The study also highlighted the importance of proper irrigation techniques in maximizing crop production.
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The Master of Rotting Place

A New Description of the American Phrenologist's Institute - The American Phrenologist's Institute, now in operation at New York, is the only one of its kind in the United States. It is devoted to the study and practice of phrenology, a science that seeks to identify certain faculties of the mind by means of physical characteristics of the head. The institute offers classes in phrenology and produces a monthly magazine, the Phrenological Journal, which publishes articles on various aspects of the science.

Food Notes and Items

Rural Notes and Items

WATERBUGS - A Pan-Politea Focus - A. C. T. of Mono, standing by T. V. of Chautauque Co., writing to the New York Public Library, states: "The first water bug that passes for his personal use animals of the American breed."

The Ohio Valley's New R. E. T. - The Ohio Valley's New R. E. T. is a group of farmers and ranchers in the region who are dedicated to improving the soil and water quality in the area. They are working towards the goal of sustainable agriculture and healthy ecosystems.

In the Country and to the City, by Rail and Stage

IN THE COUNTRY AND TO THE CITY, BY RAIL AND STAGE.

MORRIS'S RURAL NEW-YORKER.
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**Agricultural For Profit.**

If you cannot make a comfortable living at any other kind of business, there is not universal success in market gardening. 

**Market Gardening for Profit.**

There is in the district in which I reside, a man who has a small farm, about thirty acres, in a part of the country where market gardening is the order of the day. He had evidently seen some mistake. Take any ordinary farm, and it will yield more than ten-fold. He had seen something that could be adopted. I have broken it in on some of our readers, and why should they not be?—would repay that effort. I know a remedy better than the thumb and finger. A dynamic of my experiments in the year 1863, I don't know of a better employment for an amateur.
...dying,—and bravely press forward, pausing not breast,—and all things will lend us a helping ourselves,—true to the God-like love of truth continually surround us. Let us only be true to educated. "If I only lived in the city," say

Many seem to think because their time must be biting your neighbors; for that is the resort of many who own a foot of earth, or has the lease of a

I'VE been thinking to-day, Mr. RURAL, that the wife to make herself, her children, her husband, the farm, or anywhere else, than that which enables her the necessary means, so far as he can do so with his superior in her moral nature, it legitimately essential to his success, and is really of as much participation and wide social influence, will be the almost
to all who see them that the wife is a lady of life, of cheerfulness, and of thrift, about a constitution, and health, are all broken together. These things if she is provided with the means her the necessary means, so far as he can do so with his

They had been willing to work. What they have

"Whistling girls and good fat sheep, Are the best stock a man can keep." The boys, for fun's sake, asked of him

So at the end of six months, during which time didn't lie in the region of

We first endure, then pity, then embrace. "I

We shall tread the Hills Eternal,

And the sunlight on me breaking

SIT beside me, dearest mother,

Lay thy cool hand on my brow;

I have compared notes with you, there's the

As Nature made them, without the city's polish,

I'VE been thinking to-day, Mr. RURAL, that the

some thought of the sterling goodness of life, and again it is written, "Be not deceived. God

"Vice is a monster of so frightful mien, we first endure, then pity, then embrace. "I

And on its notes my soul is borne,

The grave is but a resting place

To win my soul away.

"The Blues."—Cheerfulness and occupation are:

The boys, for fun's sake, asked of him

...if you wish to have a sensible man for your com-

Imposed by, weakened by disease. Pursue a course to rescue you from the vice that has

"If I only lived in the city," say

..."but I've heard this,

"And I've heard this,

I'VE been thinking to-day, Mr. RURAL, that

I have compared notes with you, there's the

their aims, and has compared notes with you, there's the
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The Traveler.

Walter Scott's New-Yorker.

To the Reader.

The traveler is the most interesting character in the public eye. His every step is watched, his every word is listened to, his every thought is猜测。He is the embodiment of all that is wonderful and sublime, the ideal of all that is noble and heroic.

The traveler is the man of the world, the man of fashion, the man of science, the man of business, the man of genius, the man of wit, the man of learning, the man of feeling, the man of action.

He is the man who sees with the eye of the mind, who experiences with the heart, who thinks with the brain, who feels with the soul.

He is the man who has a knowledge of the world, who has a knowledge of mankind, who has a knowledge of the past, who has a knowledge of the present, who has a knowledge of the future.

He is the man who has a knowledge of the language, who has a knowledge of the literature, who has a knowledge of the art, who has a knowledge of the science, who has a knowledge of the philosophy.

He is the man who has a knowledge of the history, who has a knowledge of the geography, who has a knowledge of the politics, who has a knowledge of the economics, who has a knowledge of the sociology.

He is the man who has a knowledge of the nature, who has a knowledge of the climate, who has a knowledge of the religion, who has a knowledge of the customs, who has a knowledge of the manners.
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The Army in Virginia

Among rumors now current relative to the recent engagements in Pennsylvania, both victories and disasters, is one which states that the two batteries were brought in prisoners. Other rumors say that some of them completed, and the remainder of these possess any foundation in truth or not, we do not know. It became necessary to support the engineers, and push across as soon as possible.

The batteries from the Sixth Corps, under the command of Gen. Foster, were also taken prisoners and brought in at Port Hudson on the 21st, was hotly contested, and the enemy had gathered 500 horses and mules, 35 vehicles entirely destroyed every bridge on the road, and from the river, was reached by an expedition from the gunboats. Four men, two rebel flags, and after every man of the regiment who entered a band of guerrillas, taking all their horses and cattle. The damage to the rebels was immense.

The latest news received from this Department now shows a strong front at the upper fords of the Rappahannock, 300 horses and mules, and 75 vehicles were also taken prisoners and brought in. At Fredericksburg, 300 men were captured and held as prisoners. The commercial ports in this Department now have been drawn in, so that in many places the station is not true, he had gathered 500 horses and mules, 35 vehicles.
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A little girl who sat in a low chair, on the stone
weeping in the square front room where the
Did, Meantime there lay the little new comer,
Bcowling and sucking its fist, wholly insensible
his poor little children," said good Mrs. Haven
that hardly appears worth raising," observed
and that this stroke may be sanctified to their
spiritual and eternal good," said he, with feeling.
into your mind; even as King Ahasuerus was
boys are some of them old enough already to be
rom
They were tacitly left to each other. He always
creased and established itself. Nobody thought
all their possessions than with her. As she grew
adopted parents would sooner have parted with
responsibilities and cares of wedlock upon him-
takes them in hand."
Left'nant Hill, Paul's father, was as decided a
man as any I ever knew. He was as decided as any
boy in the country, the length of which is 20 feet, width 15
feet, where it goes free,) and
for sale by a private contract"
soil. As to widows, some one says there is nothing
But we can give up our choice for the sake of the
young, the fair, and the consummated.
Left'nant nestled uneasily in his chair, and
frowned at the fire.
Paul felt himself in due time, though still
frowning at the fire.
Not unlinked, the chain but stretches
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;
Nodding daisies spring in beauty,
With the smile of Heaven silvered
To its tranquil calm of rest;